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An investigation was conducted t o  .determine the performance of the 
J65-B-3 turbojet engine with both JT-4 and gaseous-hydrogen fuels.  With 
JF-4 fuel,  the altitude range  investigated was  from about 40,ooO t o  
75,000 reet a t  a flight Mach  number of 0.8. The conibustor was then mod- 

c ified slightly t o  permit the use of gaseous hydrogen, and an a l t i tude  
rl range f r o m  65,000 t o  over 85,000 fee t  was investigated at a Mach  number 
4 of 0.8. u 

With JP-4 fuel, the maximum al t i tude f o r  stable combustion was from 
about 60,000 t o  65,000 feet, and the ultimate blowout limit was  at an 
al t i tude of about 75,000 feet .  Ln contrast, the conibmtion w i t h  hydrogen 
fuel was stable up to the f ac i l i t y   a l t i t ude  limit of 89,000 feet. A t  
rated speed and temperature the thrust  with hydrogen fue l  was 2 t o  4 per- 
cent higher and the specif ic   fuel  consumption 60 to 70 percent lower 
than with JP-4 fuel .  

The steady-state performance with either fue l  decreased  considerably 
w i t h  Fncreasing alt i tude.  Rated speed and 'temperature  operation  with 
JP-4 fuel   resul ted in a 12-percent drop in corrected  net  thrust w i t h  an 
increase in a l t i tude  from. 40,OOO t o  75,000 feet. The specif ic   fuel  con- 
sumption lncreased 33 percent  for the same altitude range. 

INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of reference 1 indicates the advantages of hydrogen fue l  
f o r  long-range a i rc raf t  at alt i tudes  as high as 80,000 or 90,000 fee t .  
Subsequent t o  the analysis of reference 1, two experhental turbojet-  
engine  investigations were made t o  determine the problems associated with 
m o d i f y ~ g  89 engine for operation with gaseous-hydrogen fue l  and to eval- 
uate the relat ive merits of JP-4 and gaseous-hydrogen fuels,   particularly 
at very high alt i tudes.  One of these two engbes was the JE5-B-3. Pre- 
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p e r f o k c e  of the 365-B-3 turbojet  engine. Puruping characterist ics are 
also included. t o  permit calculation of engine performance over a wide 
range of: flight conditions. 

Tke J65-B-3 data also were used f o r  a generalized  study of hydrogen- 
fueled-operation of turbojet  engines. This study includes data from two 
turbojet:engine Fnvestigatims, . in addition t o  several component investi- 
gations, and is  reported in  reference 2. - 

Because reference 1 indicat-  applications of hydrogen-fueled air- 
craf t  a t  -alt ihdes as hi@ as .@,OoO or 90,000 fee$,  thg altitude range 
of this .  investigation was extended up t o  either the engine.  operating 
l imits  02 the tes t - fac i l i ty  limits. With JP-4 f'uel, the engine was gp- 
erated at. altirtudes from about 35,000 t o  75,000 f e e t  at a flight Mach 
rider oYO.8. The combustors were then modified s l ight ly  and, with 
gaseous hydrogen as the  fuel,  the  engine was aperated at a l t i tudes from 
about 65,000 fee t  t-he faci l i ty   l imit-of  about 85,000 feet, a lso at a 
Mach nuniber  of 0.8. 

APPARATUS m PROCEDURE 

The J65-B-3 turbojet  engine has a 13-stage axial-flow congressor, 
an agnularr prevaporizing-type combustor, and a two-stage turbine. AI? 
rated conditions the engine speed is .  8300 rp,. the exhaust-gas temper- 
ature is 1626O R, and the compressor pressure  ratio is about-6.9. The 
rated sea-level static thrust is 7220 p o ~ ~ d s  with a specif ic   fuel  con- 
s w t i o n  of 0.92 pomd .per hour per pound of net tbrusk 

In the standard JF-4 combustor configuration, the fuel is Fnjected 
into the upstream end of the vaporizing  tubes. There are openings around 
the nozzles so that air c&z1 also enter with the f u e l   t o  help the vapor- 
izing  process. When the conibustor was modified for gaseoue hydlrogen 
(fig.  l), the  JP-4 injectors were removed and larger  open-end tubes were 
inserted Fn their   place  to  inject   the  hydrogen. To prevent  possible 
destruction of the vaporizing  tubes due t o  internal cmibustion, the  up- 
stream openags were closed  so  thatonly hydrogen flowed through the 
Vaporizing  tube6. 

The engine m s  instal led in the 20-foot-diameter test section of 
the  a l t i tude w i n d  t . m e l  at the EACA Lewis laboratmy. Two features of 
the Fnstall.a-L%on-permitted simulation of dtLtudes  considerably above 
those  obtained in p r e v i o ~  turbo je t  investigations. The usual twboje t  
installations b. this f a c i l i t y  are srrpplied with a b .  ducted from an ex- 
ternal source, so that the exhaust-ers must remove. engine airflow in  ad- 
di t ion   to  tunnel leakage. liz this installation, the engine d r e w  air 
from the tunnel so that only enough exhauster capacity was required t o  
handle tunnel leakage flows. Thus, at- the low exhauster flov capacity 
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required t o  handle the tunnel leakage air, lower tunnel  pressures w e r e  
attainable  than when the engine  airflow c w  from an external source. 

The second feature w a s  an exhaust  diffuser  attached  directly t o  the 
turbine-outlet flange. In previous  investigatiogs,  exhaust  nozzles were 
used  and the tunnel pressure was regulated t o  provide  sonic f low a t   the  
exhaust-nozzle exit. Thus, the tunnel pressure was one-half or less of 
the  turbine-outlet  total  pressure. With an exhaust  diffuser, however, 
the tunnel  presswe need  be only s l ight ly  less than  the  turbine-outlet 
t o t a l   p r e s s a e .  A more detailed  description of this diffuser technique 
can be found Fn reference 2. The canibined effect  of these two features 
was t o  increase the al t i tude limit of the f a c i l i t y  by 25,000 t o  30,000 
feet. A sketch of the engine asd exhaust  diffuser,  together w i t h  &z1 

inlet th ro t t l e  valve, is shown in figure 2. The in l e t  t h r o t t l e  valve 
and the diffuser butterfly  valve were required f o r  pressure  regulation 
at the  engine  inlet and out le t .  

With the diffuser  installation,  the thrust force due t o  the  engine 
alone  could  not be measured directly. The total-pressure losses in the 
diffuser (ahead of the  butterfly  valve) were neasured and found t o  agree 
closely w i t h  the values  obtained in conventianal  tailpipe  configurations. 
The diffuser  losses were, therefore,  subtracted from the turbine-outlet 
pressure  to  obtain a calculated  exhaust-nozzle-inlet  pressure. This 
pressure,  together with the altitude stat ic ,pressure and a typical  
convergent-nozzle  effective-velocity  coefficient of 0.975, was used t o  
calculate thrust. Thus, the al t i tude  s ta t ic   pressure w a s  not  experi- 
mentally  simulated and a p p e e d  only in the calculation  procedure. 

The simulation of a flight conditim was accomplished by regulating 
the  tunnel tempratwe and thro t t l ing   the   in le t  airflow so that the  pres- 
sure 'and temperature at the engine inlet corresponded t o  altitude ram 
conditions.  For each altitude, data were obtained over a range of 
exhaust-gas  temgeratures f o r  each of several engine speeds.  Fuel con- 
t r o l  was manual f o r  all steady-state data. Fuel  steps were used t o  de- 
termine the carpressor stall limits. 

The locations of thk instrumentation  stations are shown Fn figure 
2. Also shown in figure 2 is a table of the temperature and pressure 
Fnstrumentation at  each station. 

Because of the very lo* tailpipe  .pressures at the higher alt i tudes 
invest igated,   radiat ior-cogectgns  to  the thermocouple readings were 
necessary.  Descriptions of the shielded thermocouples  used at station 9, 
together with discussions .cf..the nature- and magnitude of the corrections, 
can be found in references 2 and 3. 
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RFSULTS AND DISCUSSIOiT 

Engine  Performance 

The altirtude  operat5ng limits ab.a flight Mach number of 0.8 with 
both gaseous hydrogen and JP-4 fuels 8;re pres&ted in figure 3. Com- 
pressor   s ta l l ,  combustor blowout, exhaust-gas  temperature, and f ac i l i t y  
limits are shown. 

The stall l imf t  shown in figure 3 results from the intersection of 
the  steady-state  operating  line A t h  the compressor s t a l l  1 i m i e T h e  
speed .at which they  intersect  increased w i t h  Fncreasing alt i tude  unti l ,  
at- the  higher  altitudes, only a Small speed  range was available for  
steady-state  operation. 

." .. Operation with Jp-4 fue l  at altitudes above about 60,000 tu 65,006- 
feet  resulted Fn unstable and erratic..  co&ustion,  so that an operational 
limit should be considered to exist near these a l t i tudes  rat,her than a t  
the ultimate blowout limit of about 75,000 feet .  With hydrogen as the 
fuel, the colribustim was stable &d the t h r o t t l e  could be  manipulated 
rapidly  without  causing blowout. The blowout limit with.hydrogen was 
not  obtained below the fac i l i ty   a l t i tude  limit of 89,000 fee t .  

The difference between the temperature limes for  f ixed exhaust- 
nozzle  operation  with.the two fuels resulted from the  difference in 
exhaust-gas  properties. The highex gas canstant and specific  heat  with 
hydrogen permitted the engine t o  0pera-k.a- lower exhaust-gas temper- 
ature for the same engine  speed and exhaust-nozzle mea. O r ,  conversely, 
the  same exhaust-gas  temperature was obtained at a higher engine speed 
f o r  the same exhaust-nozzle  area. The reasons f o r  this sh i f t r in  engine 
operating point are discussed in the TLlrbizle sectfan. . . . . 

Rated  engine speed, of cmse ,   represents  a structural  limit. With 
JP-4 fuel,  the  exhaust  nozzle was sized t o  obtain rated exhaust-gas tem- 
perature and rated  engine speed at an altitude of 40,060 feet. This 
reference  altitude was used  because the Reynolds nmtiber e f fec ts  are small 
at alt i tudes up t o  40,oOO feet, and the results would be codused by 

.. . changes in-corrected speed below the tropopause-. .- - 

The performance maps at several  altitudes with JF-4 and hydrogen 
fuels  are shown in f5gures 4 and 5. Although englne  speed and exhauet-. 
gas temperature are given in uncorrected  values, the thrust was left-In 
correcked form t w f a c l l i t a t e  compwisons at   d i f ferent   a l t i tudes.  The 
conversion  constant t o  obtain  uncorrected  thrust is shown i n  each figure. 
The point- of best  specific fuel consumption is a t  or  n e w  an engine 
speed of 7700 rprn at a l l  altitudee. Performance maps are not presented 
f o r  the  highest  altitudes  investigated with each fue l  because extremely 
limited operation was obtaued. .- . 
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The variations of corrected  net thrust, specific  fuel consumption, 
and exhaust-nozzle area with a l t i tude  f o r  two modes of operation at 
rated  exhaust-gas tenperature are shown in figure 6. With both  fuels 
and both modes of operation,  the  corrected  thrust  decreased with in- 
creasing  altitude . 

The difference in thrust with the two fuels  (2 t o  4 percent at 
rated speed and temperature) is again a result of the differences in 
gas properties. Because the specific heat of the gas in the turbine is 
higher w i t h  hydxogen fue l  than w i t h  Jp-4 fuel, the turbine pressure ra- 
t i o  is reduced fo r  the same work output. The engine,  therefore, oper- 
ated a t  a higher total-pressure  ratio md thus higher thrust  with the 
hydrogen fuel. There w a s  also a n  effect i n  the expassion  process through 
the exhaust  nozzle. That is, fo r  a given  exhaust-nozzle  pressure r a t io ,  
the jet velocity is proportional to the squa3.e root of the gas constant. 
The Fncrease in  thrust  w i t h  hydrogen was, therefore, a resu l t  of both 
the higher engine  pressure r a t i o  and the higher gas constant at the 
exhaust  nozzle. 

The reduced thrust with fixed-area  exhaust-nozzle  operation com- 
pared w i t h  rated-speed operat ion  (fig. 6)  was indLrectly a result of the 
speed reductions  necessary to avoid  excessive  temperatures  (fig. 3). The 
speed reductions  reduced the airflow, which, in turn, reduced the  thrust. 

The specif ic   fuel  consumption w i t h  both fuels (fig. 6)  increased 
with increasing  altitude. The 60- t o  70-percent  decrease in specific 
fue l  consumption with hydrogen fuel was primasily a result of the higher 
heating  value of hydrogen fuel.  Some of this deference i n  specific 
f u e l  consmq)tian, however, was a result of the higher conibustion ef f ic -  
iency with hydrogen fue l  than w i t h  JP-4 fuel. That is, although the 
colnbustion efficiency with both  fuels  decreased with increasing  altitude, 
at any given al t i tude the c&ustion ef'f iciency with hydrogen fuel w-as 
higher  than with JP-4 fuel.  

The general trends of decreasing  corrected thrust and increasing 
specific  fuel consumption me, of course, a l t i tude  effects  and c8n be 
traced to reductions i n  campanent performance. A breakdown of the loss 
contribution by each of the camponents is shorn in figure 7 f o r  rated 
speed ind temperature operation with JP-4 fuel.  The bzgest  contribu- 
t ion   to  the thrust  loss at high a l t i tude  is made by the compressor, 
while the most important c-onent f o r  specific-fuel-consutqption Fncrease 
is the conibustor. The other components contributed about equally to the 
losses in thrust and increases in spec i f i c   fue l   consq t ion .  A t  75,000 
feet ,   the thrust had decreased 12 percent and the spec i f ic   fue l  consump- 
t ion had increased 33 percent as compared with the 40,000-foot reference 
values. The loss breakdown would be essentially the sarne with hydrogen 
fuel, Gith the exception of the effect  of combustion efficiency on spe- 
c i f i c   f u e l   c o n s q t i o n .  The decrease of colnbustion efficiency with 
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increasing  altitude was smaller w i t h  bydrogen fuel  than with JP-4 flzel. 
Hence, the Fncrease. In specific  fuel consumption  from this cause would 
be s l igh t ly  less w i t h  hydrogen f'ue7: than d t h  JP-4 fuel.  

Component Performance 

Most of the engine  operational limits shown In figure 3 are asso- 
ciated w i t h  component limits. In -a similar manner, the decreases in  en- 
gine performance at high al t i tude  ( f ig .  6 )  are associated w i t h  component 
performance reductions, as shown in figure 7. AS an aid t o  understand- 
ing the over-all engine  performance and operational limits, the conrpo- 
nent performance and limits are  presented Fn this section. 

Compressor. - Cnmpressor performance maps at s v e r a l  flight cmdl" 
t ions  are shown in figure 8. A t  a given pressure  ratio and corrected 
engine  speed, the efficiency and corrected  airflow  decrease  with  decreas- 
ing Reynolds-number. A cross p l o t  from these maps at rated  corrected- 
engine  speed and a cbqressor pressure ratio"of 16.75. is. shown in figure 
9. The compressor efficiency  drops about 10 points as al t i tude is  in- . 
creased.from  36,000"to 86,000 feet. .The reduction  in  corrected airflow 
was about ll percent for the same .altitude range. Although the magnitude 
of the Reynolds number effects at other speeds is s l ight ly   different ,  * 
the  general  trends are the same. 

The compressor .stall 15.mit.s are shoyg in  figure 10 as f'unctions of 
corrected engine  speed. Because a fixed-area exhaust  nozzle was not 
used, steady-state aperation is not  defined by a single l i n e   f o r  each 
al t i tude.  Instead, the ap-proxbmte region of steady-stage  operation I s  
shown by the shaded region. The steady-state compressor pressure r a t io  
was essent ia l ly  independent of altitude and fuel type at aay given  cor- 
rected  engine  speed and engine  temperature ra t io .  The s ta l l  limits how- 
ever,  decreased  with  increasing  altitude, with the result- that the margin 
between the steady-state region and the stall limit wac considerably lese 
at an al t i tude of 80,OOO feet than at 40,OOO ret-. A t  rated corrected 
speed (8300 am), the 80,000-foot margin was less than half of the 40,000- 
foot  value. The engine speed .a& which the stall line intersects the 
steady-state region increases w%h increasing  altitude. !Phis effect  IS 
a lso  shown by the stall limit in figure 3. 

Combustor. - The combustor efficiency is  shown in figure ll 88 a. 
function of the cambimtor parameter .waT4. -The conibuEltor parameter is 
derived from the basic combustor parameter. m/V. As is _usually the 
case with combust-or data taken a t  high altitudes, the degree.of come- 
la t ion is  gaor. That is, the  erratic  nature.  of the c-onibustion process 
at high al'tiitude and the low efficiency  prevent good reprpaucibility . 

https://degree.of
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The  co&i.&ion efficiency: w i t h  both fuels decreased Kith increasing 
altitude  (decreasing waT4). The combustion efficiency w i t h  hydrogen 
fuel,  with just the  simple codustor  modifications, was fram 2 t o  about 
10 percent higher thanr with JP-4. fuel. 

Turbine. - ,W .turbine maps are presented in figure 1 2  'for  several 
flight conditions. . A. range of compressor pressure ratios (turbine-inlet 
pressures) md turbine-Fnlet temperature's w a s  obtained a t  each f l i gh t  . 
condition so that each ma3 represents a  range of turbhe-inlet Reynolds 
number indices. 

The corrected gas 'flow m's approxiinately  constant at each flight 
condition and decreased .6 percent  with &z1 increase in a l t i tude  from 
36,000 t o  81, OOO- fee t .  The maximum efficiency dro-pped 9 points over 
this same altitude range. It should be noted, however, that f o r  a given 
corrected turbFne speed the  range of enthalpy  drop and turbine pressure 
r a t io  shifted t o  higher values at higher  altitudes. Thus, a direct  com- 
parison of high- and low-altitude performances at the same corrected 
turbine speed and pressure ra t io  cannot be made.  The shif t  of turbine 
pressure  ratio and enthalpy  drop with a l t i tude  is  a result of the de- 
crease Fn compressor  performance at high altitudes, so that the cor- 
rected turbine work requirements  increase with increasing  altitude. 

This shift in  turbine  operating  point is shown in figure 13. The 
work required  fromthe  turbine t o  drive  the ccanpressor increases with 
increasiag  altitude, while the limiting-loading work decreases. If the 
blowout limit of the canibustor with JP-4 f u e l  had not  prevented  opera- 
t ion above an al t i tude of about 75,000 feet, the limiting-loading  line 
would have been reached w i t h  JF"4 f u e l  at &z1 a l t i tude  of about 80,000 
feet .  Reduced engine  speed would then have  been necessary t o  avoid ex- 
cessive  teqeratures,  simflar t o  a fixed-area  exhaust-nozzle limit. 

With hydrogen as the fuel,  the  work required  to  drive the .compres- 
sor i s  about the same 8s with JP-4 f u e l  at  any given al t i tude.  The 
higher gas constant, however, results in a lower corrected  enthalpy drop 
with hydrogen fue l  than with jP-4 fuel. Hence, the limiting-loading 
l i ne  w i t h  hydrogen fue l  would be reached at m a l t i tude  5000 t o  10,000 
feet  higher than w i t h  JP-4 fuel.  

The variation of corrected  enthalpy drop with altitude is reflected 
Fn the   turbhe  pressure  ra t io  and the turhine-outlet Mach number (fig. 
13). "he operation a t  a lower corrected  enthalpy drop with hydrogen 
fuel  than w i t h  JP-4 fuel  resulted in a lower turbine-autlet Mach number 
at the same alt i tude.  The high turbine-outlet Maeh numbers obtained as . the turbine approached limiting loading (fig.  13) caused the ta i lp ipe  
total-pressure losses t o  become m o r e  than double the 40,000-foot value." 

4 
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Engine Pumping Characteristics - 

The engine pumping characteristics, which are u s e W   f o r  the cal- 
culation of engine  performance  over a wide range of-flight  conditions, 

" are  presented i n  figures 14 and 15 f o r  JP-4 and hydrogen fuels,  respec- 
t ively.  The method of presentation is t o  provide gumping characteris- 
tics for  a reference Reynold6 m e r  index (part a> ) together with cor- 

- 

rection  curves  for  other Reynolds nmiber indices t p&s (b) and (c) ) . 
The highestReynolds rider index that m s  common t o  operation  with  both 
JP-4 and hydrogen fuels,. 0.105, was seleated as the reference  condition. 
Actually, the corrected-speed md temperature-ratio  operating  range shown -L. 

z: 
in the  reference  plot w i t h  JP-4 fuel   ( f ig .   14(a)  ) is larger than was 
experimentally  obtained a t  a Reynolds rtuniber index of 0.105. If only 
the  operating range at a Reynolds rimer index of 0 .lo5 had been shown, 
the range of performance calculation of higher Reynolds number indices 
muld have been severely restricted. To permit a greater range of c d -  
cuLation at higher Reynolds nuuiber indices, figure 14( a} was exkended 
w i t h  the  aid of figures 14(b) and (c) and low-altitude data. Thus, 6m.e 
of the speed-temperature operating  range shorn in figure 14( a> corre- 
sponds to  actual  operating  points 0- .at hi@ Reynole-number- ip3iceE. 
and ma;y be in a canpressor stall or  turbine  limiting-loading  condition 

- 

at a Reynolds n-er index  of 0,105. The referenee curve for   hydroga 
" 

- 
f u e l  W ~ E I  at the highest Reynolds number index investigated with hydrogen U 

fuel; so a similar extension of the  operating range was not  necessary 
w i t h  figure 15(a). Of cowse,  operating limits such as compressor stall, 
combustor blowoueand turbine  limiting  loading must be considered at 
Reynolds nuniber indices other than 0.105. - 

The correction  factors Kp and K, are used as follows: 

where is  the desired Reynolds nmiber hdex. (Synibole are de- 
fined i n  the aspendix. ] 

It should be noted that the airflow  correction  factor of- f ig-  
ure 15(c) is the same aa that of f i g u r s ~ ( c  } in the range w h e r e  the two 
overlap. This similarity results fsm the fact that-the compressor per- 
formanqe asd operating  point are essentially independent of the fue l  
(JF-4 or hydrogen).  he pressure-ratio  correction  factor, however, i s  .- not the same fo r  JP-4 fuel (fig.  14(b)) as it is fo r  hydrogen fuel (fig. 
15(b 1 1. This  difTerence might be expected from the  difference i n  turbine 
operating  point for the fuels. . . . . - . - - . -  - . t w o  . . 
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The compressor, c d u s t o r ,  and turbine limits must be  considered 

t o  determine the operational limits within wkich performance can be 
predicted  with  the pumping chaxacteristics of figures 14 and 15. The 
collrpressor st8.ll limit i s  shown in figure 16. For a given  Reynolds 
number index,  performance calculations  should be  attempted only a t  cor- 
rected  engine speeds above the stal l  value.  For combustor blowout w i t h  
JP-4 fuel, of course, the lowest  values of waT4 on figure ll should 
be used. The stable combustion altitude  with JP-4 fue l  w a s  considerably 
lower than the ultimate blowout limit. For th i s   s tab le  combustion lim- 
it, a value of 15,000 should  be  used f o r  waT4. The blowout limit with 
hydrogen fue l  was  never  reached. The lowest  values of waT4 f o r  hydro- 
gen fue l  in  figure 3 represent the f a c i l i t y  limit instead. 

For a turbine limit ,   the gas-flow  parameter at the  turbine  outlet  
wg&/P4 should  not  exceed ll. 3. This limit is not  quite  limiting 
loading.  That is, at higher  values of the  turbine-outlet gas-flow pa- 
rameter  than 11.3, the turbine work still increases w i t h  increasing 
pressure r a t io ,  but  the  efficiency  decreases  rapidly. This rapid change 

L of turbine efficiency with turbine operating  point in this range  pre- 
vents  accurate  prediction of  pumping characteristics by the method shown. 

The co&ustor performance from the Component Performance section 
(fig.  U) can  be  used in  calculating  fuel f l o w .  The co&ustion param- 
eter waT4 is calculated from the  turbine-outlet  temperature and the 
a i r f low.  The airflow, of course, can be obtaFned  from figure 14 or  15. 

The tailpipe  pressure losses me presented In figure 17 to permit 
calculation of thrust. The turbine limit of U. 3 i s  also shown in f ig-  
ure 17. The tailpipe  losses must, of course, be subtracted from the 
turbine-outlet t o t a l  pressure t o  obtain  the  exhaust-nozzle-inlet  total 
pressure. As was mentioned in the AF'PARATUS AND F'ROCEDURE section, an 
effective  velocity  coefficient of 0.975 was used for  jet thrust .  This 
value should be satisfactory f o r  any conventional  convergent  nozzle. 

The use of gaseous  hydrogen as a f u e l  greatly increased the maximum 
operating altitude of the J65-B-3 turbojet  engine. With JP-4 fuel   the  
maximum altitude f o r  stable canbustion w a s  from about 60,000 t o  65,000 
fee t  , and the ult irnate blowout limit w a s  at an al t i tude of about 75, OOO 
feet. With hydrogen as the fuel,   the combustion was  stable up t o   t h e  
f a c u i t y  limit of 89, OOO feet. The use of hydrogen also reduced the 
turbine-outlet Mach rimer, so tha t  a larger range of operation was pos- 
s ible  without  encountering limiting loading. This difference in turbine- 
outlet  Mach rimer w a s  most hgor tan t  at high  altitudes where the turbine 
operating  point at rated speed and exhaust-gas  temperature was close t o  
limiting  loading. 
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The steady-state peeormance was also improved by the use of gas- 
eous hydrogen as a fuel.  The thrust at rated speed and exhaust-gas tern- 
perature was 2 t o  4 percent higher with hydrogen fuel.  than w i t h  JP-4 
fuel. This difference is at t r ibuted -to the change i n  turb b e  operating 
point  (resulting in a higher engine pressure  ratio) and the change ~ 

gas constant at the exbus t  nozzle. The specif ic   fuel  consumption was 
60 t o  70 percent less with hydrogen fue l  than wirth JP-4 fuel.  The ma- 
j o r i t y  of t h i s  decrease was, of comae, due t o  the higher beating value 
of hydrogen. 

The steady-state performance with efther f u e l  decreased  considerably 
w i t h  i n c r e a s u   a l t i t u d e .  A t  rated speed and exhaust-gas  temperature, 
the thrust  with n - 4  f u e l  decreased  about 12 percent with aa increase 
in altitude from 40,000 t o  75,000 fee+. The specific f ie1  consumption 
increased 33 percent for the same al t i tude range. The decrease in corn- 
pressor performance with increasing  albitude caused  over half the thrust 
reduction, while the decrease in  codmstion  efficiency caused the ma- 
jo r i ty  of the increase in specific fuel cansumption. 

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee fo r  Aeronautics 

" . . 

Cleveland, Ohio, January 17, 1957 

- 

- 

- .- 

E v 

. .  

" 
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APPENDIX - SYMBOIS - 
A cross-sectional  area, sq f t  

net thrust ,  lb  Fn 
H t o t a l  enthalpy, Btu/lb 

h alt i tude,  f t  

airflow  correction  factor K, 
pressure-ratio  correction  factor KP 
enghe speed, rpm 

P total  pressure,  lb/sq f t  abs 

41 
0 T t o t a l  temgerature, OR 
ar 
P 

cu v velocity,  ft/sec 

3 
I 

W a i r f low,  lb/sec a 

fuel flow, l b / b  wf 

W gas f l o w ,  lb/sec 
Q 

6 r a t io  of t o t a l  pressure  to NACA standard sea-level  pressure of 
2ll6 lb/sq f t  

8 r a t i o  of t o t a l  temperature t o  NACA standard sea-level  temperature 
of 518.7O R 

squased rat io  of c r i t i ca l   ve loc i ty  t o  cr i t ical   veloci ty  at MACA 
standard  sea-level  conditions 

cp r a t io  of absolute  viscosity of air or gas t o  absolute  viscosity of 
air or  gas at NACA standard  sea-level  conditions 

Subscripts : 

B combustor 

C conq?ressor 

N exhaust nozzle 
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T turbine 

1 compressor inlet 
t 

2 compressor out le t  

3 turbine W e t  

4 . turbine autzet 

9 exhaust-nozzle W e t  

1. SiLverskeIn, Abe, and Hall, Eldon W.: Liquid Hydrogen as a Jet-Fuel  
for H i g h - A l t i t u d e  Aircraft .  NACA RM E55C28a, 1955. 

2. FlemFn@;, W. A., Kaufman, IT. R . ,  Harp, J. L., Jr., &d"Chelko, L. J.: 
Turbojet Performance and Operation a% High Altitudes  with Hydrogen 
and SP-4 Fuels. NACA RM E56E14, 1956. 

3. Glawe,  George E., Simmons, Frederick S., and Stickney, Truman M.: 
Radiation and Recovery Corrections and Time Constants of Several 
C h r o m e l - A l u m e l  Thermocouple Probes in €&#-Temperature, High- 
Velocity Gas Streams. NACA TN 3766, 1956. 
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Figure 1. - Sketch of J65-E-3 combustor modified f o r  gaseous hydrogen. 
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Temperature limit with 
fixed exhaust  nozzle 

(sized for rated c o a t t o n s  
at alt i tude of 40, OOO ft 
with JT-4 f'uel) for - 

JP-4 fuel 
Hydrogen fuel  

- 
70 74 78 

mane speed, N, rpm 

Figure 3. - operating l3mite of J65-B-3 turbojet engine a t  flight Mach 
nuniber of 0.8. 
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-Corrected net thrust, lb 
Exhaust nozzle area, sq It "- Bgecific fuel consumption, - . i 

lb fuel 
Uncorrected netthrust 

c i 
(a) Altitude, 36 ,ooO fe&; Reynol&. mmiber *x, 0.42. 
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1200 

speed, N, rpra 

(a) Altitude, 75,000 feet; Reynolde number index, 0.065. 

Figure 4 .  - Concluded. Over" engine performance maps obtained with JP-4 fuel. plight 
I&& number, 0.8. 
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4d $ 
(a) Altitude, 65,000 feet; Re$noZ&numb&"index, 0.105. 

(b) Altitude, 75,000 feet; Reynoldi number index, 6.065. 
. " " 

Figure 5.. - Over-all en@;lne pgrfonmmie ma$ obtafnecl ufth gase-&-hydrogen fuel.  L .  
Flight Mach number, 0.8. 

" 
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Engine speed, B, rp  

(c> Altitude, 83,000 feet; Reynalas m b e r  index, 0.044. 

Figure 5. - Concluded. Over-all  engine performance maps ob- 
tained with gaseous-hydrogen fuel. Flight Mach number, 0.8. 
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Figure 6. - Effect of altitude for two modea of operation at rated exhaust-gas 
temperature. Flight Mach number, 0.8. 
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1 Ccanbustion efficiency I 
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Figure 7. - Contribution of cmponents to a l t i t u d e  performance 
losses  at  rated  engine rated  turbine-outlet  tempera- speed, 
ture, end flight I%ch number of 0.8 ulth Jp-4 fuel. 
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(b Reynolds m b e r  index j 0.2. 

FLgure 8. - Compressor performagce maps. 

i 
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(c) Reynolds  number index, 0.1. 

90 Loo 110. 120 130 
Corrected a i r f low,  w,fl/lS, I,b/sec 

(a) Reynolds m b e r  index, 0.05. 

Figure 8 .  - Concluded.  Canpressor performaace maps. 
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1 I I I t t I  I I I I 
.5 .2 .1 .05 

Reynolds number index, 6 / ( p G  

Figme 9. - Effect of f l igh tcondi t ion  on carpressor gerfo&ce a t  cor- 
rected engine speed of 8300 rpm, pressure ratio of 6.75, 6.nd flight 
Mach number of 0.8. 
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2 66 74 78 82 86 9CDU -0 
Corrected engine speed, IT/+, rpm 

Figure 10. - Effect of flight condition on ccqressor s t a l l  limit. Flight 
Mach number, 0.8. 
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Cambustion parameter, waT4, (lb) (%)/( ~ e c  ) 

Figure ll. - Canbustion efficiency. 
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-&x, 0 .L to  0.6; corrected gas f m ,  38.0  pound^ per 

Corrected turbine speea, N / d G ' ,  rpm 

(b)  .Utitude, 51,000 feet; turbine-inlet Reynolds number 
index, 0.2 to 0.3; corrected gas flow, 37.3 pow& per 
second 

Figure 12. - Turbine performance map8 . might Mach -her, 
0.8. 
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Corrected turbine speea, N / - j G ,  
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(a) Altitude, 81,OaO feet; Gurbine-&et Reyno la  
number -x, 0.05 -60 0.07; corrected gas f l o w ,  
35.7 pounds per second. 

. -  

Figure 12. - Concluded. T&bFne &rfc)zmnce maps, 
Flight Mach number, 0.8. 
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F.re;ure U. - Effect of altitude on turbine operation at  rated engine speed 
and fllight Mach nuniber of 0.8. 
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(a) Reference Reynolds nlimber index of 0.105. 

Figure 14. - Pumping characteristics wlth Jp-Pflrel. 
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(c) w i n e  a i r f low correction for Reynolds num- 
ber index. 

Figure 14. - Concluded. €“ping characteris- 
t ics  with JT-4 f’uel. 
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(a) Reference Reynolds number index of 0.105. 
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(b) m i n e  pressure-ratio  correction fo r  
Reynolds number index. 

1 

Reynolds number index, S/q@ 

(c) Engine airflow correction for  Reynolds 
number index. 

Figure 15. - Concluded. Pumping character- 
i s t i c s  with gaseous-hydxogen fuel. 
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Reynolds number index, S - / c p G  

Figure 16. - Steady-state cmpressor stall 
limie 
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	RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
	HIGH-ALTITUDE PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATION OF 565-B-3 TURBOJET WITH BOTH JP-4 AND. GASEOUS HYDROGEN FUELS * By Harold R. Kaufnnan . 
	ENGINE 

	MACA RM E57U 
	An investigation was conducted to .determine the performance of the J65-B-3 turbojet engine with both JT-4 and gaseous-hydrogen fuels. With JF-4 fuel,  the altitude range  investigated was from about 40,ooO to 75,000 reet at a flight Mach  number of 0.8. The conibustor was then mod- 
	c 
	ified slightly to permit the use of gaseous hydrogen, and an altitude rl range from 65,000 to over 85,000 feet was investigated at a Mach  number 4 of 0.8. 
	u 
	With JP-4 fuel, the maximum altitude for stable combustion was from about 60,000 to 65,000 feet, and the ultimate blowout limit was at an altitude of about 75,000 feet. Ln contrast, the conibmtion with hydrogen fuel was stable up to the facility  altitude limit of 89,000 feet. At rated speed and temperature the thrust with hydrogen fuel was 2 to 4 per- cent higher and the specific  fuel consumption 60 to 70 percent lower than with JP-4 fuel. 
	The steady-state performance with either fuel decreased  considerably with Fncreasing altitude. Rated speed and 'temperature  operation  with JP-4 fuel  resulted in a 12-percent drop in corrected  net  thrust with an increase in altitude from. 40,OOO to 75,000 feet. The specific  fuel con- sumption lncreased 33 percent  for the same altitude range. 
	INTRODUCTION 
	The analysis of reference 1 indicates the advantages of hydrogen fuel for long-range aircraft at altitudes  as high as 80,000 or 90,000 feet. Subsequent to the analysis of reference 1, two experhentalturbojet- engine  investigations were made to determine the problems associated with modify~g 89 engine for operation with gaseous-hydrogen fuel and to eval- uate the relative merits of JP-4 and gaseous-hydrogen fuels,  particularly at very high altitudes. One of these two engbes was the JE5-B-3. Pre- 
	The analysis of reference 1 indicates the advantages of hydrogen fuel for long-range aircraft at altitudes  as high as 80,000 or 90,000 feet. Subsequent to the analysis of reference 1, two experhentalturbojet- engine  investigations were made to determine the problems associated with modify~g 89 engine for operation with gaseous-hydrogen fuel and to eval- uate the relative merits of JP-4 and gaseous-hydrogen fuels,  particularly at very high altitudes. One of these two engbes was the JE5-B-3. Pre- 
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	perfokce of the 365-B-3 turbojet  engine. Puruping characteristics are also included. to permit calculation of engine performance over a wide range of: flight conditions. 
	Tke J65-B-3 data also were used for a generalized  study of hydrogen- fueled-operation of turbojet  engines. This study includes data from two . in addition to several component investi- gations, and is reported in reference 2. - 
	turbojet:engine Fnvestigatims, 

	Because reference 1 indicat-  applications of hydrogen-fueled air- craft at -alt ihdes as hi@ as .@,OoO or 90,000 fee$,  thg altitude range of this. investigation was extended up to either the engine.  operating limits 02 the test-facility limits. With JP-4 f'uel, the engine was gp- erated at. altirtudes from about 35,000 to 75,000 feet at a flight Mach rider oYO.8. The combustors were then modified slightly and, with gaseous hydrogen as the  fuel,  the  engine was aperated at altitudes from about 65,000 fe
	APPARATUS m PROCEDURE 
	The J65-B-3 turbojet engine has a 13-stage axial-flow congressor, an agnularr prevaporizing-type combustor, and a two-stage turbine. AI? rated conditions the engine speed is. 8300 rp,. the exhaust-gas temper- ature is 1626O R, and the compressor pressure  ratio is about-6.9. The rated sea-level static thrust is 7220 po~~ds 
	with a specific  fuel con- swtion of 0.92 pomd .per hour per pound of net tbrusk 
	In the standard JF-4 combustor configuration, the fuel is Fnjected into the upstream end of the vaporizing  tubes. There are openings around the nozzles so that air c&z1 also enter with the fuel  to help the vapor- izing  process. When the conibustor was modified for gaseoue hydlrogen (fig. l), the JP-4 injectors were removed and larger open-end tubes were inserted Fn their  place  to  inject  the  hydrogen. To prevent  possible destruction of the vaporizing  tubes due to internal cmibustion, the up- stream
	The engine ms installed in the 20-foot-diameter test section of the  altitude wind t.mel at the EACA Lewis laboratmy. Two features of the Fnstall.a-L%on-permitted simulation of dtLtudes  considerably above those  obtained in previo~ turbo jet investigations. The usual twbojet installations b. this facility are srrpplied with ab. ducted from an ex- ternal source, so that the exhaust-ers must remove. engine airflow in ad- dition  to tunnel leakage. liz this installation, the engine drew air from the tunnel so
	?UCA RM E57All 
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	required to handle the tunnel leakage air, lower tunnel  pressures were attainable  than when the engine  airflow cw from an external source. 
	The second feature was an exhaust  diffuser  attached  directly to the turbine-outlet flange. In previous  investigatiogs,  exhaust  nozzles were used  and the tunnel pressure was regulated to provide  sonic flow at  the exhaust-nozzle exit. Thus, the tunnel pressure was one-half or less of the  turbine-outlet  total  pressure. With an exhaust  diffuser, however, the tunnel  presswe need  be only slightly less than  the  turbine-outlet total  pressae. A more detailed  description of this diffuser technique 
	With the diffuser  installation,  the thrust force due to the  engine alone  could  not be measured directly. The total-pressure losses in the diffuser (ahead of the  butterfly  valve) were neasured and found to agree closely with the values  obtained in conventianal  tailpipe  configurations. The diffuser  losses were, therefore,  subtracted from the turbine-outlet pressure  to  obtain a calculated  exhaust-nozzle-inlet  pressure. This pressure,  together with the altitude static,pressure and a typical con
	The simulation of a flight conditim was accomplished by regulating the  tunnel tempratwe and throttling  the  inlet airflow so that the  pres- sure 'and temperature at the engine inlet corresponded to altitude ram conditions.  For each altitude, data were obtained over a range of exhaust-gas  temgeratures for each of several engine speeds.  Fuel con- trol was manual for all steady-state data. Fuel  steps were used to de- termine the carpressor stall limits. 
	The locations of thk instrumentation  stations are shown Fn figure 
	2. Also shown in figure 2 is a table of the temperature and pressure Fnstrumentation at each station. 
	Because of the very lo* tailpipe  .pressures at the higher altitudes investigated,  radiatior-cogectgns  to the thermocouple readings were necessary.  Descriptions of the shielded thermocouples  used at station 9, together with discussions .cf..the nature- and magnitude of the corrections, can be found in references 2 and 3. 
	NACA RM E57All- 
	RFSULTS AND DISCUSSIOiT 
	RFSULTS AND DISCUSSIOiT 
	Engine  Performance 
	The altirtude  operat5ng limits ab.a flight Mach number of 0.8 with both gaseous hydrogen and JP-4 fuels 8;re pres&ted in figure 3. Com- pressor  stall, combustor blowout, exhaust-gas  temperature, and facility limits are shown. 
	The stall limft shown in figure 3 results from the intersection of the  steady-state  operating  line Ath the compressor stall 1imieThe speed .at which they  intersect  increased with Fncreasing altitude  until, at- the  higher  altitudes, only a Small speed  range was available for steady-state  operation. 
	Operation with Jp-4 fuel at altitudes above about 60,000 tu 65,006- feet resulted Fn unstable and erratic..  co&ustion,  so that an operational limit should be considered to exist near these altitudes rat,her than at the ultimate blowout limit of about 75,000 feet. With hydrogen as the fuel, the colribustim was stable &d the throttle could be  manipulated rapidly  without  causing blowout. The blowout limit with.hydrogen was not  obtained below the facility  altitude limit of 89,000 feet. 
	The difference between the temperature limes for  fixed exhaust- nozzle  operation  with.the two fuels resulted from the  difference in exhaust-gas  properties. The highex gas canstant and specific  heat  with hydrogen permitted the engine to 0pera-k.a- lower exhaust-gas temper- ature for the same engine  speed and exhaust-nozzle mea. Or, conversely, the same exhaust-gas  temperature was obtained at a higher engine speed for the same exhaust-nozzle  area. The reasons for this shiftrin engine operating point
	Rated  engine speed, of cmse,  represents a structural limit. With JP-4 fuel,  the  exhaust  nozzle was sized to obtain rated exhaust-gas tem- perature and rated  engine speed at an altitude of 40,060 feet. This reference  altitude was used  because the Reynolds nmtiber effects are small at altitudes up to 40,oOO feet, and the results would be codused by 
	.. . 
	changes in-corrected speed below the tropopause-. .- - 
	The performance maps at several  altitudes with JF-4 and hydrogen fuels  are shown in f5gures 4 and 5. Although englne  speed and exhauet-. gas temperature are given in uncorrected  values, the thrust was left-In correcked form twfacllitate compwisons at  different  altitudes. The conversion  constant to obtain  uncorrected  thrust is shown in each figure. The point- of best  specific fuel consumption is at or new an engine speed of 7700 rprn at all altitudee. Performance maps are not presented for the  hig
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	The variations of corrected  net thrust, specific  fuel consumption, and exhaust-nozzle area with altitude for two modes of operation at rated  exhaust-gas tenperature are shown in figure 6. With both  fuels and both modes of operation,  the  corrected  thrust  decreased with in- creasing  altitude . 
	The difference in thrust with the two fuels (2 to 4 percent at rated speed and temperature) is again a result of the differences in gas properties. Because the specific heat of the gas in the turbine is higher with hydxogen fuel than with Jp-4 fuel, the turbine pressure ra- tio is reduced for the same work output. The engine,  therefore, oper- ated at a higher total-pressure  ratio md thus higher thrust  with the hydrogen fuel. There was also an effect in the expassion  process through the exhaust  nozzle. 
	The reduced thrust with fixed-area  exhaust-nozzle  operation com- pared with rated-speed operat ion  (fig. 6) was indLrectly a result of the speed reductions  necessary to avoid  excessive  temperatures  (fig. 3). The speed reductions  reduced the airflow, which, in turn, reduced the  thrust. 
	The specific  fuel consumption with both fuels (fig. 6) increased with increasing  altitude. The 60- to 70-percent  decrease in specific fuel consumption with hydrogen fuel was primasily a result of the higher heating  value of hydrogen fuel. Some of this deference in specific fuel consmq)tian, however, was a result of the higher conibustion effic- iency with hydrogen fuel than with JP-4 fuel. That is, although the colnbustion efficiency with both  fuels  decreased with increasing  altitude, at any given al
	The general trends of decreasing  corrected thrust and increasing specific  fuel consumption me, of course, altitude  effects and c8n be traced to reductions in campanent performance. A breakdown of the loss contribution by each of the camponents is shorn in figure 7 for rated speed ind temperature operation with JP-4 fuel. The bzgest  contribu- tion  to the thrust loss at high altitude is made by the compressor, while the most important c-onent for specific-fuel-consutqption Fncrease is the conibustor. The
	increasing  altitude was smaller with bydrogen fuel  than with JP-4 flzel. Hence, the Fncrease. In specific  fuel consumption  from this cause would be slightly less with hydrogen f'ue7: than dth JP-4 fuel. 
	Component Performance 
	Most of the engine  operational limits shown In figure 3 are asso- ciated with component limits. In -a similar manner, the decreases in en- gine performance at high altitude  (fig. 6) are associated with component performance reductions, as shown in figure 7. AS an aid to understand- ing the over-all engine  performance and operational limits, the conrpo- nent performance and limits are  presented Fn this section. 
	Compressor. - Cnmpressor performance maps at sveral flight cmdl" tions  are shown in figure 8. At a given pressure  ratio and corrected engine  speed, the efficiency and corrected  airflow  decrease  with  decreas- ing Reynolds-number. A cross plot from these maps at rated  corrected- engine  speed and a cbqressor pressure ratio"of 16.75. is. shown in figure 
	9. The compressor efficiency  drops about 10 points as altitude is in- . creased.from  36,000"to 86,000 feet. .The reduction  in  corrected airflow was about ll percent for the same .altitude range. Although the magnitude of the Reynolds number effects at other speeds is slightly  different, * the  general  trends are the same. 
	The compressor .stall 15.mit.s are shoyg in figure 10 as f'unctions of corrected engine  speed. Because a fixed-area exhaust  nozzle was not used, steady-state aperation is not  defined by a single line  for each altitude. Instead, the ap-proxbmte region of steady-stage  operation Is shown by the shaded region. The steady-state compressor pressure ratio was essentially independent of altitude and fuel type at aay given  cor- rected  engine  speed and engine  temperature ratio. The stall limits how- ever,  d
	Combustor. - The combustor efficiency is shown in figure ll 88 a. function of the cambimtor parameter .waT4. -The conibuEltor parameter is derived from the basic combustor parameter. m/V. As is _usually the case with combust-or data taken at high altitudes, the come- lation is gaor. That is, the  erratic  nature. of the c-onibustion process at high al'tiitude and the low efficiency  prevent good reprpaucibility . 
	degree.of 

	The  co&i.&ion efficiency: with both fuels decreased Kith increasing 
	altitude  (decreasing waT4). The combustion efficiency with hydrogen fuel,  with just the simple codustor  modifications, was fram 2 to about 10 percent higher thanr with JP-4. fuel. 
	Turbine. - ,W .turbine maps are presented in figure 12 'for  several flight conditions. . A. range of compressor pressure ratios (turbine-inlet pressures) md turbine-Fnlet temperature's was obtained at each flight . condition so that each ma3 represents a  range of turbhe-inlet Reynolds number indices. 
	The corrected gas 'flow m's approxiinately  constant at each flight condition and decreased .6 percent  with &z1 increase in altitude from 36,000 to 81, OOO- feet. The maximum efficiency dro-pped 9 points over this same altitude range. It should be noted, however, that for a given corrected turbFne speed the  range of enthalpy  drop and turbine pressure ratio shifted to higher values at higher  altitudes. Thus, a direct com- parison of high- and low-altitude performances at the same corrected turbine speed 
	This shift in turbine  operating  point is shown in figure 13. The work required  fromthe  turbine to drive  the ccanpressor increases with increasiag  altitude, while the limiting-loading work decreases. If the blowout limit of the canibustor with JP-4 fuel had not  prevented  opera- tion above an altitude of about 75,000 feet, the limiting-loading  line would have been reached with JF"4 fuel at &z1 altitude of about 80,000 feet. Reduced engine  speed would then have  been necessary to avoid ex- cessive  t
	With hydrogen as the fuel, the work required  to  drive the .compres- sor is about the same 8s with JP-4 fuel at any given altitude. The higher gas constant, however, results in a lower corrected  enthalpy drop with hydrogen fuel than with jP-4 fuel. Hence, the limiting-loading line with hydrogen fuel would be reached at m altitude 5000 to 10,000 feet higher than with JP-4 fuel. 
	The variation of corrected  enthalpy drop with altitude is reflected Fn the  turbhe  pressure  ratio and the turhine-outlet Mach number (fig. 13). "he operation at a lower corrected  enthalpy drop with hydrogen fuel  than with JP-4 fuel  resulted in a lower turbine-autlet Mach number at the same altitude. The high turbine-outlet Maeh numbers obtained as 
	. 
	the turbine approached limiting loading (fig. 13) caused the tailpipe total-pressure losses to become more than double the 40,000-foot value." 
	Engine Pumping Characteristics 
	The engine pumping characteristics, which are useW  for the cal- 
	culation of engine  performance  over a wide range of-flight  conditions, 
	are  presented in figures 14 and 15 for JP-4 and hydrogen fuels,  respec- tively. The method of presentation is to provide gumping characteris- tics for a reference Reynold6 mer index (part a> ) together with cor- rection  curves  for  other Reynolds nmiber indices p&s (b) and (c) ) . The highestReynolds rider index that ms common to operation  with  both JP-4 and hydrogen fuels,. 0.105, was seleated as the reference  condition. Actually, the corrected-speed md temperature-ratio  operating  range shown in t
	t 

	- 
	The correction  factors Kp and K, are used as follows: 
	where is the desired Reynolds nmiber hdex. (Synibole are de- fined in the aspendix. ] 
	It should be noted that the airflow  correction  factor of- fig- 
	ure 15(c) is the same aa that of figurs~(c } in the range where the two overlap. This similarity results fsm the fact that-the compressor per- formanqe asd operating  point are essentially independent of the fuel (JF-4 or hydrogen).  he pressure-ratio  correction  factor, however, is 
	.- 
	not the same for JP-4 fuel (fig. 14(b)) as it is for hydrogen fuel (fig. 15(b 1 1. This  difTerence might be expected from the  difference in turbine operating  point for the fuels. . . . . - . - - .- - 
	.two . . 
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	The compressor, cdustor, and turbine limits must be  considered to determine the operational limits within wkich performance can be predicted  with  the pumping chaxacteristics of figures 14 and 15. The collrpressor st8.ll limit is shown in figure 16. For a given  Reynolds number index,  performance calculations  should be  attempted only at cor- rected  engine speeds above the stall value.  For combustor blowout with JP-4 fuel, of course, the lowest  values of waT4 on figure ll should 
	be used. The stable combustion altitude  with JP-4 fuel was considerably lower than the ultimate blowout limit. For this  stable combustion lim- it, a value of 15,000 should  be  used for waT4. The blowout limit with 
	hydrogen fuel was never  reached. The lowest  values of waT4 for hydro- gen fuel in figure 3 represent the facility limit instead. 
	For a turbine limit,  the gas-flow  parameter at the  turbine  outlet 
	wg&/P4 should  not  exceed ll. 3. This limit is not  quite  limiting 
	loading.  That is, at higher  values of the  turbine-outlet gas-flow pa- 
	rameter  than 11.3, the turbine work still increases with increasing 
	pressure ratio, but  the  efficiency  decreases  rapidly. This rapid change 
	of turbine efficiency with turbine operating  point in this range  pre- vents  accurate  prediction of  pumping characteristics by the method shown. 
	The co&ustor performance from the Component Performance section (fig. U) can  be  used in calculating  fuel flow. The co&ustion param- eter waT4 is calculated from the  turbine-outlet  temperature and the 
	airflow. The airflow, of course, can be obtaFned  from figure 14 or  15. 
	The tailpipe  pressure losses me presented In figure 17 to permit calculation of thrust. The turbine limit of U. 3 is also shown in fig- ure 17. The tailpipe  losses must, of course, be subtracted from the turbine-outlet total pressure to obtain  the  exhaust-nozzle-inlet  total pressure. As was mentioned in the AF'PARATUS AND F'ROCEDURE section, an effective  velocity  coefficient of 0.975 was used for jet thrust. This value should be satisfactory for any conventional  convergent  nozzle. 
	The use of gaseous  hydrogen as a fuel greatly increased the maximum operating altitude of the J65-B-3 turbojet  engine. With JP-4 fuel  the maximum altitude for stable canbustion was from about 60,000 to 65,000 feet , and the ult irnate blowout limit was at an altitude of about 75, OOO feet. With hydrogen as the fuel,  the combustion was stable up to  the f acuity limit of 89, OOO feet. The use of hydrogen also reduced the turbine-outlet Mach rimer, so that a larger range of operation was pos- sible withou
	I NACA RM E57Al1 
	The steady-state peeormance was also improved by the use of gas- eous hydrogen as a fuel. The thrust at rated speed and exhaust-gas tern- perature was 2 to 4 percent higher with hydrogen fuel. than with JP-4 fuel. This difference is attributed -to the change in turb be operating point  (resulting in a higher engine pressure  ratio) and the change 
	~ 
	gas constant at the exbust nozzle. The specific  fuel consumption was 60 to 70 percent less with hydrogen fuel than wirth JP-4 fuel. The ma- jority of this decrease was, of comae, due to the higher beating value of hydrogen. 
	The steady-state performance with efther fuel decreased  considerably with increasu  altitude. At rated speed and exhaust-gas  temperature, the thrust with n-4 fuel decreased  about 12 percent with aa increase in altitude from 40,000 to 75,000 fee+. The specific fie1 consumption increased 33 percent for the same altitude range. The decrease in corn- pressor performance with increasing  albitude caused  over half the thrust reduction, while the decrease in codmstion  efficiency caused the ma- jority of the i
	Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
	" . . 
	Cleveland, Ohio, January 17, 1957 
	APPENDIX - SYMBOIS 
	A cross-sectional  area, sq ft net thrust, lb 
	Fn H total enthalpy, Btu/lb h altitude, ft airflow  correction  factor 
	K, 
	pressure-ratio  correction  factor 
	KP 
	enghe speed, rpm P total  pressure,  lb/sq ft abs 0 T total temgerature, OR 
	41 

	ar 
	P 
	cu v velocity,  ft/sec 
	I 
	3 

	airflow, lb/sec 
	W 

	a fuel flow, lb/b 
	wf W gas flow, lb/sec 
	Q 
	6 ratio of total pressure  to NACA standard sea-level  pressure of 2ll6 lb/sq ft 
	8 ratio of total temperature to NACA standard sea-level  temperature 
	of 518.7O R 
	of 518.7O R 
	squased rat io of critical  velocity to critical  velocity at MACA standard  sea-level  conditions cp ratio of absolute  viscosity of air or gas to absolute  viscosity of air or gas at NACA standard  sea-level  conditions Subscripts : B combustor C conq?ressor N exhaust nozzle 
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	T turbine 1 compressor inlet 2 compressor outlet 3 turbine Wet 
	4 . turbine autzet 9 exhaust-nozzle Wet 
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	/CD-5140-b/ Figure 1. - Sketch of J65-E-3 combustor modified for gaseous hydrogen. 
	/CD-5140-b/ Figure 1. - Sketch of J65-E-3 combustor modified for gaseous hydrogen. 
	70 74 78 mane speed, N, rpm 
	70 74 78 mane speed, N, rpm 
	Figure 3. - operating l3mite of J65-B-3 turbojet engine at flight Mach nuniber of 0.8. 
	-Corrected net thrust, lb Exhaust nozzle area, sq It 
	Bgecific fuel consumption, 
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	(a) Altitude, 36 ,ooO fe&; Reynol&. mmiber *x, 0.42. 
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	(a) Altitude, 75,000 feet; Reynolde number index, 0.065. 
	Figure 4. - Concluded. Over" engine performance maps obtained with JP-4 fuel. plight I&& number, 0.8. 


	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Altitude, 65,000 feet; Re$noZ&numb&"index, 0.105. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	Altitude, 75,000 feet; Reynoldi number index, 6.065. 


	. " " 
	Figure 5.. - Over-all en@;lne pgrfonmmie ma$ obtafnecl ufth gase-&-hydrogen fuel. L. Flight Mach number, 0.8. 
	" 

	Engine speed, B, rp (c> Altitude, 83,000 feet; Reynalas mber index, 0.044. Figure 5. - Concluded. Over-all  engine performance maps ob- tained with gaseous-hydrogen fuel. Flight Mach number, 0.8. 
	Engine speed, B, rp (c> Altitude, 83,000 feet; Reynalas mber index, 0.044. Figure 5. - Concluded. Over-all  engine performance maps ob- tained with gaseous-hydrogen fuel. Flight Mach number, 0.8. 
	Figure 6. - Effect of altitude for two modea of operation at rated exhaust-gas temperature. Flight Mach number, 0.8. 
	70 Altitude, h, ft 
	Figure 7. - Contribution of cmponents to altitude performance losses  at  rated  engine rated  turbine-outlet  tempera- 
	speed, 
	ture, end flight I%ch number of 0.8 ulth Jp-4 fuel. 
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	(b Reynolds mber index j 0.2. FLgure 8. - Compressor performagce maps. 
	(c) Reynolds  number index, 0.1. 
	90 Loo 110. 120 130 
	Corrected airflow, w,fl/lS, I,b/sec 
	(a) Reynolds mber index, 0.05. Figure 8. - Concluded.  Canpressor performaace maps. 
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	.5 .2 .1 .05 
	Reynolds number index, 6/(pG 
	Figme 9. - Effect of flightcondition on carpressor gerfo&ce at cor- rected engine speed of 8300 rpm, pressure ratio of 6.75, 6.nd flight Mach number of 0.8. 
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	66 74 78 82 86 9CDU -0 
	Corrected engine speed, IT/+, rpm 
	Figure 10. - Effect of flight condition on ccqressor stall limit. Flight Mach number, 0.8. 
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	Cambustion parameter, waT4, (lb) (%)/( ~ec ) Figure ll. - Canbustion efficiency. 
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	-&x, 0.Lto 0.6; corrected gas fm, 38.0  pound^ per 
	Corrected turbine speea, N/dG', rpm 
	(b)  .Utitude, 51,000 feet; turbine-inlet Reynolds number index, 0.2 to 0.3; corrected gas flow, 37.3 pow& per 
	second 
	Figure 12. - Turbine performance map8 . might Mach -her, 
	0.8. 
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	34 38 42 46 Corrected turbine speea, N/-jG, YPm 
	(a) Altitude, 81,OaO feet; Gurbine-&et Reynola number -x, 0.05 -60 0.07; corrected gas flow, 
	35.7 pounds per second. 
	.- 
	Figure 12. - Concluded. T&bFne &rfc)zmnce maps, Flight Mach number, 0.8. 
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	30 40 50 60 - 70 80 XDQO~ Altitude, h, f% 
	F.re;ure U. - Effect of altitude on turbine operation at rated engine speed and fllight Mach nuniber of 0.8. 
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	74 78 82 86- 90 Corrected engine speed, N/G, rpm (a) Reference Reynolds nlimber index of 0.105. Figure 14. - Pumping characteristics wlth Jp-Pflrel. 
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	(c) wine airflow correction for Reynolds num- ber index. 
	Figure 14. - Concluded. €“ping characteris- tics with JT-4 f’uel. 
	Corrected  engine  speed, N/*, rpm 
	(a) Reference Reynolds number index of 0.105. 
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	(b) mine pressure-ratio  correction for Reynolds number index. 
	1 
	Reynolds number index, S/q@ 
	(c) Engine airflow correction for Reynolds number index. 
	Figure 15. - Concluded. Pumping character- istics with gaseous-hydxogen fuel. 
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	Reynolds number index, S-/cpG 
	Figure 16. - Steady-state cmpressor stall limie 







